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medium to high yield, and spelt typical characteristics, e.g. long, narrow and sharp-edged 
grains, culm coloring during ripening.

Without doubt spelt wheat needs genetic improvement to cope with changes in growing 
conditions due to global warming. However, it must be considered that despite the increased 
interest in ancient wheats, the market is highly volatile and sensible, and new varieties will be 
accepted by processors and consumers only if breeding will not change the typical morphol-
ogy, taste, and product quality. Therefore, crosses with bread wheat should be minimized or 
avoided. Within the project new crosses were carried out especially with donors for yellow 
rust and common bunt resistance, lodging tolerance and winter hardness. 
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Sustainability is a key factor for the future of agriculture. Productivity in agriculture has more 
than tripled in developed countries since the 1950s. Beyond the success of plant breeding, 
the increased use of inorganic fertilizers, application of pesticides, and spread of irrigation 
also contributed to this success. However, impressive yield increases started to decline in the 
1980s because of the lack of sustainability. One of the most beneficial ways to increase sus-
tainability is organic agriculture. In such agro-ecosystem-based holistic production systems 
the prerequisite of successful farming is the availability of crop genotypes that perform well. 
However, selection of winter durum wheat for sub-optimal growing conditions is still mainly 
neglected, and the organic seed market also lacks of information on credibly tested winter 
durum varieties suitable for organic agriculture.

Quality and agronomic performance of 14 diverse winter durum wheat genotypes were 
examined in Austria, France and Hungary for three years. Heading time, wet gluten con-
tent, semolina yield and grain protein content are traits that showed genotype-dependent 
significant differences between the two management systems examined (conventional and 
organic). Therefore, breeding for these traits could result in specifically adapted genotypes 
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for organic agriculture in different countries. Based on strong or moderately significant cor-
relations between traits, gluten index and plant height could also be specifically selected in 
an indirect way. The need for environmentally specific selection for grain yield in later gen-
erations was also demonstrated. In general, varieties that had the highest performance in a 
given mega-environment originated from that mega-environment (except for yellow index). 
This finding provides evidence for the influence of the selection environment, whether it is 
the management system or the growing region. As the French site fell into a distinct mega-
environment, it should be handled separately. The Hungarian site was found to be an ideal 
test environment for selecting genotypes with high adaptability for most of the quality traits, 
while the Austrian site could be used in selecting agronomic traits. This was also reflected in 
the breeding origin of the best winter durum genotypes for each trait. Based on these findings, 
a partly separate winter durum selection program is recommended for organic and low input 
agriculture in each country. Knowledge gained from durum wheat will be used to design ef-
ficient cultivar testing strategies for organic farming of other cereals in a European network. 
This will support farmers in their choice of cultivar with stable yield and high quality and 
thus support the emerging movement towards sustainable farming systems. 
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